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Business Challenge

The client is looking to expand the business with 
more clientele on his side. After analyzing their 
business needs, we helped him in building a web 
application. Through this, the client can gather 
leads and contact them accordingly. This helps 
the client to convert them as his prospects for his 
business.G2 dealt with it by integrating the 
system that generates a lead based on the user's 
requirements using the cost estimation tool that 
helps to gather the information provided by the 
user. Assists the user to determine the price 
according to the needs of the services. After all 
the approvals, the system converts the lead as 
the prospect/client. Also, we helped them in 
major functionalities where the client can 
manage and schedule the job in the web 
application directly. The application is genuinely 
satisfying for our client ultimately helps to 
manage and generate leads without any 
hindrance.

Manpower consultancy

The client is a leading Manpower consultancy renowned 
in California US. They exhibit high-quality service to the IT 
companies and industrial sectors and provide 
exceptional services with the finest specialists and 
expand the business.

To solve the critical scenario of organizing the system we 
created a secured job portal, the workforce can register 
directly for the services they're interested in. The main 
challenge is to create a user-friendly structure to 
estimate the cost using an estimation tool. Since it is a 
tough grind to maintain the workforce, schedule tasks, 
and manage their working hours, G2 made it hassle-free 
in this web application.
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Key Features:

Technology used: 

100% Lead generation web application

Strong web application security

Easing the common challenges while registering the details

Cost estimation tool

Built-in functions that improve application performance

Hassle-free job portal

Colossally managing and scheduling job 
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Let us get started by understanding your project and delivering it with the right 
cutting-edge technologies
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